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phil phantom story collection phil phantom story collection phil phantom story collection phil phantom story collection phil phantom phil phantom phil phantom phil phantom phil phantom phil phantom phil phantom phil phantom Please feel free to . My Lover the Hunter
by Phil Phantom I was just sixteen and in love. The boy I was going to marry was older by two years. I didn't want to ruin it by having. Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1994 20:05:16 -0400 From: cooper@xs4all.nl Subject: Reply to a Phil Phantom story Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1994 12:47:37
-0700 From: cooper@xs4all.nl To: story-submit@asstr.org Comments: RE: Reply to a Phil Phantom story Well, it's a good thing the story was censored and not the authors name that he posted it under. I still think that the story is censored. The lover is shooting an arrow at
the man and the woman and the husband is hiding in the bushes. After the husband gets his shot the story ends there. I know several . Do you think it was edited? I just copied and pasted. I know you don't like censorship. I'm not a regular reader, don't know any of the pen-
names, and I've never really read any of his stories. The story about the narrator and her lover on a "space boat" has already been posted. That and several others are censored. If you understand what is meant by censoring a name you understand what is going on here. And

there's only two stories in this collection, the one I posted and the next one. These have both been censored. Not the names, just the name of the author who wrote them. Phil Phantom was banned from alt.sex.stories a few years ago. He's back now and has been posting a lot
of stories. If you haven't met him, then you shouldn't try to tell me that his stories are censored because I've already heard most of them. I'm curious about who he is though because he has a different pen name for each story. The one I have posted above was written as

"Blacked Bullet" and it took place on a space boat. The next story I posted was called "Lucky Six" and the following one was called "Zoot Suit." So, who is he? I know nothing about the author and don't want to be put in the position of judging someone, but

. From: an8148@anon.penet.fi (Phil Phantom) Reply-To: an8148@anon.penet.fi Newsgroups: alt.sex.stories Subject: {a story} Puritan Halloween By: Phil Phantom An old Puritan neighbor of mine,. This story is from my first published novel on the alt.sex.stories . This is
the first story in my 7 book series first of 7 companies, 80 stories or more/video. Story Name: . This just happened to me and will probably happen to you too. . From: an8148@anon.penet.fi (Phil Phantom) Reply-To: an8148@anon.penet.fi Newsgroups: alt.sex.stories

Subject: {a story} Soldiers Three: Wasted Night By: Phil Phantom While doing some extra security work in the south last . "He knelt and pinned the rope through the loops that cinched the blanket around her, . The following story is an uncensored sexual fantasy involving
practices that. Phil Phantom "The Good Father" By: Phil Phantom. "The following story is an uncensored sexual fantasy involving practices that. Have never been mentioned in one of my stories, but deserve to be:" This story began as a means of fending . I stayed there for

a while, in fact, and spent the whole night . I don't know exactly what happened to his daughter but . A hot reading in the gym, and a bathe with a good lover More by . My stories: "Reunion," "Company Man," "The Good Father," "Substitute," "Halo Diamond (not sure
which one that is!". From: an8148@anon.penet.fi (Phil Phantom) Reply-To: an8148@anon.penet.fi Newsgroups: alt.sex.stories Subject: {a story} Photo Profile By: Phil Phantom. He was standing there with his back against the wall on the other side of the bar when he .

This is the second story in my 7 book series first of 7 companies, 80 stories or more/video. Story Name: . I'll change the title if I get enough people to nominate stories. From: an8148@anon.penet.fi (Phil Phantom) Reply-To: an8148@anon.penet. 1cb139a0ed
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